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Born in 1993 in the vibrant city of Malaga, our talented artist embarked on a
captivating musical journey inspired by his father's mesmerizing

performances. Immersed in diverse styles like Industrial EBM, Acid, Electro,
House Breaks, and Italo, he found himself drawn to their alluring rhythms.
Starting as a DJ in 2015, he discovered his true passion for vinyl in 2018.

Collaborating with renowned digital labels like La Vie en Rose, he showcased
his undeniable talent. In 2020, he released his debut vinyl EP on Alma Records
and made notable appearances on respected compilations. In 2021, his highly

anticipated second solo EP was brought to life under Sequalog label. With
exceptional production skills and electrifying DJ performances, he captivates
audiences at prestigious venues, leaving them enthralled. In his meticulously

curated studio, he continues to refine his sound, culminating in his latest vinyl
masterpiece for Alteredcircuits label, showcasing the artistic vision of

innershades.



TECHNICAL RIDERTECHNICAL RIDER

 The following must be supplied at no cost to the artist:
 

2x Turntables Technichs SL1210 M5G - MK1200 MK1210
2 CDJ Nexus 2000, 3000 or 1000 MK2 with USB linked

1x Mixer: Any rotary mixer model of a higher range
or xone 92/96

HOSPITALITY RIDERHOSPITALITY RIDER

 

Soundcheck: Must be made available at the venue upon request.

Set recording: Recordings of the Dj set are permitted if asked before.
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Bottles of water 
Sprite

1 Bottle of Vodka or Jagger or Ibicencas Hierbas



HOTELHOTEL

MEALMEAL

All hotels must be approved by us in advance, please email us.
 

Hotel Requirements:
- 4* hotel

- 24h/ late night room service
Room Requirements:

- 1 x double room
- 24h high speed wifi must be available in the room and pre-paid if not included.

- Room must be air-conditioned
 

GROUND TRANSPORTGROUND TRANSPORT

Driver must be a professional driver with a clean record.
 

- Artist must have 1 x hot meal prior to gig. If no artist dinner is arranged (or if
the artist specifically requests) then a £50 buyout must be either added to the

hotel room as pre-paid credit or available as cash for collection at venue. 
- The promoter will provide at least 1 dinner and 1 breakfast on each day

during the stay of the artist for each person. 
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